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We are a technology company responsible for Digital Signage  

and A / V projects on the Polish and foreign market. Since 2002 we carry 

out comprehensive projects for our clients - from design, through sales  

and installation as well as service support for the investments made.

We also support marketing departments by creating content and managing 

the network screens. SOLIX has been a partner of market leaders for many 

years Digital Signage - Samsung and LG Electronics and a representative of 

proven electronics manufacturers.

The scope of our activity includes video walls, LED screens, type screens 

POS, kiosks, audio systems and own Digital Signage computers with  

Central Stacks content management system.

Our solutions are used in public spaces, enabling the display of 

advertisements in stores, shopping malls, banks, train stations and other 

spaces where promotional content can meet potential recipients.
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The SOLIX offer includes high-performance screens of professionally selected producers like SAMSUNG, 
LG, and many more.

Unlike traditional televisions (TVs), monitors can work continuously 16/7 or 24/7 with a 36-month war-
ranty. In addition, these are devices created for work in space public and the specific model is chosen by 
us, based on a submitted inquiry.

We offer comprehensive services, caring for professional support for our clients at every stage of the order. 
Therefore, besides a complete sets with management software, we guarantee professional assembly 
and installation of the entire system.

Our offer includes both indoor and outdoor screens, which differ in the higher brightness of the matrix and 
adaptation to work in changing weather conditions.

ADVERTISING 
SCREENS

Reliable
producers

Guarantee
3 years

Work  
24/7
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Large format display of any promotional content is a widely used solution, used not only during the pres-
entation, but also in ordinary stores, institutions and various business objects. 

We are experts in the construction of such systems of all sizes and in non-standard configurations. Video 
walls are built from various types of screens depending on the specifics of the place in which those are to 
be located. If you are not sure which of our screens works best in your facility, we encourage you to contact 
us - our professional team will answer all your questions and suggest the best solutions.

We recommend using one of our content management systems that are compatible with the proposed 
devices. 

Our systems allow you to freely divide the screen into many independent zones and manage online dis-
played content from anywhere in the world.

VIDEO 
WALLS

Seamless 
monitors

Professional 
hangers

Easy 
maintenance
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LED screens are used in the open space mainly for displaying advertisements, which are an alternative to 
static posters or billboards, as well as in closed rooms as an attraction for various types of events. They 
differ mainly in the size of the pixel, in outdoor screens - 6-50 mm, in the indoor - 0.6-10 mm and greater 
brightness of outdoor screens.

LED screens are characterized by the highest quality materials to provide protection against changing con-
ditions outside. Aesthetic finish will prove in every room, giving it a modern look. We provide screen as-
sembly and system installation.

The combination/connection of our Digital Signage system with LED screens guarantees the best solu-
tion on the market. We can manage the screen remotely from one place. The system allows for ongoing 
control of the displayed materials and quick changes of content within a few seconds.

The system can be connected to other image display devices, both LED screens and standard screens, 
infokiosks or tablets.

LED SCREEN

Any  
dimension

Dedicated 
construction

Reliable 
producers
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SCREENS  
IN STOREFRONTS

Remote 
management

Up-to-date 
content

High 
brightness

Make your mall store stand out with storefront ads!

Don't let customers pass by your store indifferently!

Attract them to your point of view with visible, dynamic content displayed on advertising monitors. It is an 
ideal solution for owners of shops in shopping malls, railway stations and airports - and all other places 
where companies are vying for customer attention.

Take advantage of the wide range of monitors that will be tailored to your business - we offer monitors 
hanging or standing, as well as double-sided - everything to make your point stand out from the rest!
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TRANSPARENT
LED SCREEN

Remote 
management

Up-to-date 
content

High 
brightness

Opt for unconventional communication methods using transparent LED screens, thanks to which you will 
maintain the transparency of the shop window. Transparent technology (transparency approx. 80%,

depending on the screen) will allow you to display attractive spots (also 3D!) clearly, sharply, without dis-
tortions - while letting sunlight inside.
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Modern infokiosks are a family of interactive devices for displaying advertising and information content. 
We offer them in free-standing totems with a vertical / horizontal touch screen monitor and in the form of 
wall screens. 

The devices can be made in the indoor and outdoor version, to work outside buildings and equipped with 
a heating and ventilation system. All devices are mechanically protected - steel sheet, tempered glass, 
electronics closed with a lock. Those solutions show resistance to mechanical damage and in the case of 
outdoor devices - also for weather conditions.

Infokiosks can work with any operating system and any software. Depending on the advancement of the 
project, we offer various software. We recommend the Central Stacks system for screen management 
using cloud storage or STINO DS for the implementation in which an internal server is required.

INTERACTIVE 
KIOSK

Indoor  
and outdoor

Vandal-proof Remote 
management
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Minimalist design. Effective message.

Saros is the astronomical period after which the Earth, Sun, and Moon return to be almost the same rela-
tive to each other, and the cycles of eclipses begin to repeat themselves. It is synonymous with order and 
a perfect match for each other. This is our Infokiosk line. Minimalistic designed devices will adapt to your 
space. Dynamic advertising? Property map? Announcements for employees?

Familiarize yourself with our products and create an interactive information exchange space!

SAROS  
INTERACTIVE  
KIOSK

Touch  
option

Two-sided 
option

Minimalist
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The menu board is the perfect solution for modern companies from the gastronomic industry/ business 
and beyond. They transmit/provide information in a dynamic way, and above all, attractive to the client. 

Menu board is presenting content in an efficient and effective way. The right software, which is easy to use, 
allows you to display current promotions, menus, photos of dishes. 

Content can change automatically depending on the time of day, season or weather. They can be integrat-
ed with cash register systems and interactive kiosks. 

Our offer includes professional screens, for which we select dedicated holders for this type of solution.

We offer not only the purchase of screens but also a comprehensive service consisting the appropriate 
software for management, assembly and installation of the entire system.

We provide an individual approach/personal touch to each client.

MENU BOARD

Any monitor Equal
arrangement

Synchronization
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Our solutions are not only visually attractive but they also stand out for their great functionality - screens 
can be equipped with a touch option, which is achieved by connecting a professional overlay in the form of 
a frame or foil. This allows you to activate individual functions on the screen with your finger - significantly 
increases the comfort of use. 

Our screens can be used both horizontally and vertically, which allows better space management in the 
facility, and it is easier to adapt the product to the activities carried out.

We also offer complete all in one screens with a touch matrix in capacitive technology and built-in An-
droid or Windows systems.

TOUCH 
SCREENS

Any form Dedicated
solutions

All-in-one 
tablets
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Digital Signage solutions used on the outside are perfect for displaying advertisements, spots, and infor-
mation. Individual solutions offered by us allow you to display images in different resolutions and in various 
forms. Each product has an appropriate degree of protection against outside conditions. We use the best 
materials that ensure continuous operation of devices, such as weather-resistant housing,  complies with 
all the standards and screens with high brightness 2500cd.

We offer: 
 Outdoor totem LCD 
 Outdoor interactive kiosk  
 Outdoor LED screens 
 Outdoor screens

The realization of the order is consulted at each stage so that the device can work in variable conditions.

OUTDOOR 
SCREENS

High 
brightness

IP65 
certification

Vandal-proof
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Stylish digital frames are an interesting way to present promotional content. Our company offers prod-
ucts of two proven brands: Goodview and Braun. The products are designed to display advertisements 
and are available in various sizes (from 7" to 21.5"). 

Digital frames due to their small weight, simple interface and low power consumption are used as an 
exhibition element or as a POS element. All products have a 24-month producer warranty.

The products have practical ports and inputs that enable image transfer to the monitor from SD cards 
and pendrives. They allow you to display the product, service and brand. The presented images are 
distinguished by their special colors, faithfully reflecting colors and their saturation. They provide easy 
operation, largely automated. They are characterized by aesthetic design and a simple form that suits 
any type of interior.

DIGITAL 
FRAMES

Autostart Plug & PlayBuilt-in timer
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Make every shopping experience a unique adventure for the whole family!

Use Animals - interactive wall-mounted or free-standing monitors in a friendly animal form. Full HD 
LCD screens with a diagonal of 27 inches allow the youngest to develop through fun.

Animals guarantee children a good time, and parents can be sure that their children will be shopping 
they have a creative occupation that will surely not get bored with them quickly.

Use Animals in children's areas in shopping centers and see for yourself how many benefits can bring!

CHILDREN'S  
CORNER

Education EntertainmentInteractive
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Increase the attractiveness of the presented products thanks to the applications we offer.

Using the application in your store will make customers learn more about your products, and you will learn 
more about your customers thanks to the generated reports. Support the sale of the key ones products 
and marketing campaigns in your store and enter the next level of product presentation.

APPS



Ad Locker reduces the risk of browsing in-
correct content and changing settings of 
the devices on all kinds of screens tactile. 
It allows you to lock devices Android to in-
fokiosk mode with limited access to web, 
interactive content catalog or any materi-
als. App allows remote management.

Content Triger allows you to manage se-
lected screens in the facility remotely - 
from any smartphone. Use a smartphone 
to scan a QR code displayed in the store to 
start the web application with the possi-
bility of changing the displayed content on 
the monitors in the facility, e.g. an extended 
product description, change of theme en-
vironment, etc. Content Triger is used with 
sales support and during marketing cam-
paigns.

Content Triger

Ad Locker
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Price Triger gives you the possibility of auto-
mation price management in the facility. Re-
mote change of prices are achieved through 
integration with the database. Displaying in-
teractive prices takes place on any displays 
next to the product or part of any monitor, 
extension is also possible displaying prices 
with interactive specifications of the prod-
uct. Price trigger also allows transaction re-
porting. Its main use are price labels at all or 
key products.

Lift & Learn Triger allows you to present 
information about the product in an inter-
esting way - just pick it up and the detailed 
information will be displayed on the screen. 
Apart from displaying content, the appli-
cation reports also the number of product 
lifts. To trigger the display of content on the 
screen, it is necessary to use sensors: op-
tical, movement, mechanical, weighing, etc. 
Lift & Learn Triger will be perfect for a key 
range and at marketing campaigns.

Price Triger 

Lift&Learn Triger
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A well-organized office and conference room are determinants of a high standard.

We offer, among others: any type of professional display, including Samsung FLIP - interactive flipchart, 
individually designed audio system, teleconference sets, room booking systems and desks, room control 
system, liquid crystal films for windows and the sound system of the rooms.

CONFERENCE  
ROOMS

Videocall 
systems

AudioInteractive 
boards
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Reach thousands of recipients daily with your advertising message thanks to Digital Signage monitors 
installed in means of public transport.

Inform passengers about the bus or tram route, display the weather forecast or advertising materials 
on Full HD screens.

Use monitors suited to public transport conditions - durable and adaptive to changing light intensity 
thanks to the sensor and automatic backlight  djustment matrix.

Display the timetable on the screens installed at the stops.

PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT

Remote 
management

EN50155 
certification

Vandal-proof



Zapraszamy do współpracy 

www.solix.pl

solix@solix.pl

+48 41 240 63 05

+48 575 119 888

SOLIX Sp. z o.o.  

ul. Kościelna 7

27-200 Starachowice

Warsaw Office

ul. Grójecka 194 lok. 55 

Get inspired by our realizations at:
https://solix.pl/references/?lang=en


